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Sentinel-2 for agriculture is a project which aims at demonstrating the benefit of the

Sentinel-2 mission for agriculture across a range of crops and agricultural practices. The

project will provide the international user community with validated algorithms and an

open source processing system to process sentinel-2 data in an operational way Earth

Observation products relevant for crop monitoring .

The project, funded by by the European Space Agency is carried out by a consortium

involving the Université Catholique de Louvain (BE), the Centre d’Études Spatiales de la
Biosphère (FR) and the companies CS - Systèmes d'Information (FR) and CS Romania
(RO), working in close collaboration with 18 organizations, centres, universities or

companies belonging to the agriculture monitoring communities.

Earth observation & in situ data acquisitions

Earth observation data as well as in-situ information were gathered over the 12 sites order to build the Test

Data Set (TDS). From the imagery side, the TDS included high spatial resolution time series from 2013,

mainly acquired during the Spot 4 Take 5 experiment. It was complemented with Landsat 8 and RapidEye

scenes whenever relevant in order to cover the crop growing seasons in the corresponding geographical

areas.
Thanks to an ESA-CNES cooperation, SPOT 5

has been placed in a 5-day cycle orbit,

allowing to acquire a new Sentinel-2 like

dataset between April and August 2015.

Part of these data covered some of the sites

selected in the Sentinel-2 for Agriculture

project. That provided us with an extra

possibility to run and test our algorithms but,

most importantly, it gave us the unique

opportunity to cover the whole 2015 growing

season and thus to smooth the transition with

the first Sentinel-2 data.

Coverage of the JECAM Argentina site during the end of the summer 

crop season (February-May 2013)
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Field data, needed both for

algorithms implementation and

products validation, were collected in

the year 2013 and 2015 by the site

teams which kindly share them with

the project.
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Benchmarking for selecting the best algorithm

for each product4
The benchmarking exercise represented an essential activity as it was the basis for the implementation

of the system developed. In practical terms, following the below process, it consisted in selecting the best
algorithms to match the products specifications and therefore fulfill to a maximum extent the user

requirements.
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The Sen2-Agri system: a multipurpose framework5
The Sen2-Agri system is open-source, allowing any user

to generate at his own premises and in an operational

way- the products tailored to his needs.

The Sen-2 Agri system was designed from the beginning

to be modular and interactive and include two main

parts:

� A set of Software Components which form the

Sen2-Agri ToolBox, each one being an independent

executable corresponding to a single or a set of

algorithms selected during the benchmarking

exercise, to support the development of a given

product type;

� An Orchestrator, used to manage these Software

Components to monitor the whole Sen-2 Agri system

and execute processing jobs.

Designed to work not only with Sentinel-2 but also

Landsat 8 imagery, the Sen-2 Agri system is able to

ingest in situ information, more particularly to

customise the development of dynamic cropland masks

and of crop type maps.

A dozen of sites were selected to cover the best possible the diversity of agro-ecological context, various

landscape patterns, different agricultural practices and satellite observation conditions (atmosphere, sun angles,

cloud coverage). The selection depended on the availability of in-situ and EO datasets from now on. The JECAM

sites and the SPOT4 Take 5 experiments were key elements in this context.

A set of test sites based on the JECAM network for benchmarking 

algorithms, developing the system and generating prototype 

products
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Dynamic crop mask

NDVI and LAi maps at 20m 

describing the vegetative 

development of crops on a 5 

to 10 day basis

Crop type map at 10m 

(provided twice along the 

season) for the main regional

crops type

16/02/2013 17/04/2013

06/06/2013 04/08/2013

Monthly cloud free

surface reflectance

composite at 10-20m

Binary map

identifying annually

cultivated land at 10m

updated every month

Crop type 
map

Vegetation statusCloud free composite 

Specifications of 4 relevant EO products for crop monitoring
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The Sentinel-2 for Agriculture project is following a user-driven approach, meaning that a dedicated user

community closely interact with the consortium throughout the whole project. During 1st User Workshop held

on May 19 at FAO in Rome, more than 50 people, coming from 20 different institutions, attended to discuss the

user requirements, from which were derived the products specifications. It resulted a definition of a portfolio

including four added value products to be supplied by the Sen2-Agri system.
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The Sen2-Agri system is open-source, allowing any user

to generate at his own premises and in an operational

way- the products tailored to his needs.

The Sen-2 Agri system was designed from the beginning

to be modular and interactive and include two main

parts:

� A set of Software Components which form the Sen2-

Agri ToolBox, each one being an independent

executable corresponding to a single or a set of

algorithms selected during the benchmarking exercise,

to support the development of a given product type;

� An Orchestrator, used to manage these Software

Components to monitor the whole Sen-2 Agri system

and execute processing jobs.

Designed to work not only with Sentinel-2 but also

Landsat 8 imagery, the Sen-2 Agri system is able to ingest

in situ information, more particularly to customise the

development of dynamic cropland masks and of crop

type maps.


